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New firmware 15
Version 15.00

We have just released a new version of the firmware 15 for the reservation
system touchONE. We have prepared a list of news, new features and
changes for you. The main novelties are:
• new layouts and new skins of the panel user interface
• the choice of only a few of the most important languages
• new ways of meeting confirmation
• allow only secure HTTPS access to the admin web
• keyboard improvement
• new ways to view the organizer
• bug fixes and security updates
You can update the new firmware using either the admin web of touchONE
units or the set-up screens. For instructions on firmware update, see the
manuals touchONE - Essential Setup and touchONE-manager – On-premises
Administration.

Language selection
As you have noticed, touchONE has a large number of languages to switch to.
On the other hand, the language selection may become unclear and lengthy
for many users. And you do not need many languages in common use. That’s
why you can now choose which languages are available to users and choose
only those you usually use. This new feature is available only to users who
are used for the central administration of the On-premises Administration with
touchONE-manager.

Improved keyboard in touchONE panels
In previous versions of the reservation system firmware, the Caps Lock button
has been used to switch between uppercase and lowercase letters. Pressing
this button switches between upper- and lower-case letters. In the new version,
this button has Shift feature, that means, when it is pressed, and the first capital
letter is written, the keyboard switches back to the lower case. Pressing the Shift
key longer we activate Caps Lock, so you can write capital letters permanently.
For deactivate Caps Lock press the Shift key again.

Safer access to the Admin Web
From now on, you have the option to disable unsecured HTTP access to Admin
Web units and allow only secure HTTPS access. HTTPS access is secured in
the current version by a self-signed certificate. At the same time, we have also
improved our protection against brute force attacks on the access password.
Now you can enter a new password after entering an invalid password for
up to 2.5 seconds. This significantly reduces the ability to break the access
password.
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New layouts and skins for touchONE panels
In the new firmware, we’ve created several different layouts and color skins. For each unit, you can specify which
interface and skin will be used in it.
“Layout 1” enables the user to insert a company logo in the upper right corner of the screen.
“Layout 2“ enables to insert a custom full-screen background. The background can be created in corporate identity
colors and can, for example, bear your company logo.
The existing user layout and skins, known from the previous firmware, of course, have been retained, in the new firmware
being labeled „Layout 1 /Skin1“.
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New layouts and skins for touchONE-overview
We will meet with two new layouts also in the unit touchONE overview:
• „Current and next event“: one part of the screen showing events is divided into two columns, the current events are
shown in the left, the next one in the right.
• „Single room mode“: In this view, the current events in only one room are shown in the panel. This method is
designed for large displays located at the entrance to larger spaces, typically auditoriums and lecture halls. The
image can also be projected onto screens inside the hall, e.g. before a lecture starts.
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The layout “Single room mode” allows you to insert a full-screen background. In other layouts, you can insert a company
logo in the upper right corner.
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Setting up the confirmation of meetings
The function for confirmation of meeting has been part of the reservation system
touchONE for some time. If this feature is enabled, it is necessary to confirm
before each meeting that the scheduled meeting really takes place either by
pressing a button on the panel or by using sensors that detect the presence of
persons in the room. If the meeting is not confirmed in the selected way, the
organizer first receives an email warning, then the room is released, and the
meeting is canceled.
But users usually need a transitional period to learn to use the confirmation
system, so we introduced in the interim a new option. In this case, if the meeting
is not confirmed, the user will receive a warning email, but there will be no
canceling of meetings due to users forgetting to confirm them.
Therefore, the mechanism of meeting confirmation remains the same for users,
but if they forget to confirm the meeting, they will not lose the reserved room.
This new feature is available only to users who are used for the central
administration of the On-premises Administration with touchONE-manager.

Change of the displayed meeting organizer
You will also be able to change the displayed organizer of the meeting in
some cases.
So far, if you booked a room from the reservation system panel, the account
of the room was displayed as the organizer on the panel as it is stored on the
calendar server. Now, if the meeting organizer is a room account, you can
choose to display either the reservation system user account or the text you
select, such as “Booked by touchONE system” instead. It is to be expected that
these changes can only be made with Office 365 and Microsoft Exchange
accounts, but G-Suite does not allow that change.
Organizer change is only available to users who use the central administration
of the On-premises Administration with the touchONE-manager.
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New setting up the extension and finish meetings
In the previous firmware, the finish and extension buttons on the panel were
enabled together, it means that it was possible to either enable or disable
both buttons. From now you can enable each of these buttons separately.
For example, you can only have the finish meeting button on the panels and
disable the extend button. I.e. meetings may be finished prematurely but cannot
be extended.

Coming soon
Right now, we are working hard on further development. In the near future, you
can expect the release of the touchONE app, Android and iOS application
for a simple room reservation via mobile phone. We are also preparing new
color skins for touch panels. And we are constantly working on improving
panel security and increasing security standards. Therefore, in the new version
it will be possible to secure HTTPS access to unit Admin Web using a custom
certificate.
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